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Wishing Wall (2014)
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A piece that looks at re-imagining how we share our innermost wishes 
with the world. What if you could say your wish out loud and have it 
magically released into the world for people to see? In this piece spo-
ken words are transformed into a butterflies, that are diverse in form 
and colour as they represent the sentiment of the spoken words. The 
gallery visitors are invited to interact with the butterflies and discover 
released wishes.

Our intention is to retain the magic around making a wish, and at the 
same time, slightly alter the traditional approach around it. Hence, our 
aim is to encourage saying a wish out loud and explore made wishes 
by playfully interacting with the butterflies. Yes, a spoken wish will turn 
into a butterfly. Each butterfly will carry a wish that can be released 
when one catches the butterfly or lets it to land on his/her arm.
In addition to that, we want to understand and also visualize the senti-
ment behind the spoken wish. The idea is to turn the feelings into the 
butterfly’s appearance. Since those insect are very colourful and in 
different size, it will be interesting to apply their attributes for repre-
senting different moods of wises.

We liked the idea to think of a metamorphoses of wish that was also 
an inspiration and reason for using butterflies in the piece. In addi-
tion to that, a butterfly is an insect that has a magical and beautiful 
appearance. Maybe that’s why people tend to catch and even col-
lect it. Thus, metaphorically our installation does similar things: invites 
audience to catch butterflies, explore others’ wishes, and collects all 
wishes made.

The art piece is commissioned by Google and Barbican Centre, and is 
part of Digital Revolution exhibition.

Exhibited:
- Digital Revolution in Barbican Centre, London, UK (3rd July – 14th 
Sep 2014)



The Highest Human Tower (2014)
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The tradition of human tower or Castells in Catalan language comes 
from Catalonia. Each autumn the teams of Castellers are competing 
to build the highest tower in the region. The tradition goes back to 
18th century and the record of the highest human tower is 9 levels. 
On November 16, 2010, castells were declared by UNESCO to be 
amongst the Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Hu-
manity (Wikipedia).
We want to build the highest human tower in the world! The installa-
tion invites visitors to be a part of the tower. Hence, with each partici-
pant our tower grows.
The interactive piece tries to relate to Castells tradition in very ex-
traordinary way giving audience a super power to construct a tower 
of kilometers. 

How tall is the tower is possible to follow in real-time here:
 http://thehighesthumantower.com 

The artwork was commissioned by Mobile World Capital Barcelona.

Software assistance: Martin Nadal
3D modelling and assistance: Jesus Rodriguez

See video documentation: https://vimeo.com/110696504

Exhibited:
- Music+Arts exhibition at Mobile World Centre in Barcelona (21st 
Oct – 13th Dec 2014), curated by Alpha-Ville.

Screenshot from http://thehighesthumantower.com  



Speed of Markets (2014)

The aim of art installation is the visualization of stock markets’ volume in real-time. For us volume is an interesting figure to play with, since it is an indicator for a 
liquidity in the market.
Speed of Market is an art piece that points out an innovative and artistic way for applying stock market data as a score. At the same time, the data represents the 
activity of a stock market, because the score is composed by its real-time data. The goal is to metaphorically describe financial activity by extracting the stock market 
data and translating it into the rhythm of a physical metronome in real time. In short, a metronome represents a stock market and follows it rhythm in real-time. It 
means when there are no trading going on, like weekends, the metronomes are still.
The installation consists of 7 modified metronomes whose rhythms correspond to the selected stock market’s volume: the bigger volume of a stock market, faster 
moves the metronome.
The 7 markets are: NYSE, NASDAQ, JAPAN exchange group, Euronext, London Stock exchange, Hong Kong Exchange, and Deutsche Bourse
The audience is given a chance to discover and experience an alternative way of perceiving stock market’s data. Our concerns are about the malleability of the digital 
world to the physical one, and the interpretation of financial data for artistic purposes. The installation is a sonic and at the same time visual interface for perceiving 
the volume and also pace of life of different stock markets, which are normally described in numbers and graphs.

Exhibited:
- by Priveekollektie gallery at PAD Fair, London (Oct, 2014)



Binoculars to... Binoculars from... (2013)



Binoculars to… Binoculars from…  is an installation, which is able to 
connect to a number of cities in an extraordinary way. When you look 
through the binoculars, instead of seeing the scene physically in front 
of you, you are transported to a different site. This opening of a real-
time window into another location is not unidirectional: when look-
ing into the binoculars, your eye is captured and shown on an urban 
screen at the observed place. Hence, the inhabitants of the other, con-
nected city will see the huge-scale, searching eye looking at them.
As well as playfully connecting to other cities, and dealing with issues 
of extended surveillance. In this respect Binoculars enables to see 
also the observer from the other side.
Also this work underlines the ideas of the French anthropologist Marc 
Augé. Binocular creates an excess of time and space, allowing one to 
travel to a totally different location and be present there in a matter of 
milliseconds, whilst still remaining in their first physical location.

The art installation is shown in shown in 9 different cities:
Liverpool (FACT): 22nd Aug – 5th Oct 2013
Madrid (MediaLab Prado): 6th Sept – 6th Oct 2013
Berlin (CHB): 6th-7th Sept 2013
Melbourne (Fedsquare): Sept 2013
Dessau (Bauhaus): 6th-7th Sept 2013
Riga (Riga2014): 7th-12th Sept 2013
Helsinki (m-cult, MediaFacade Festival): 22nd – 25th Aug 2013
Linz (Ars Electronica): 5th Sept – 14th Oct 2013
Brussels (iMal, White Night): 4th – 6th Oct 2013

The art piece produced and curated within Connecting Cities project 
(producing organization FACT Liverpool).





The Rhythm of City (2011)



The Rhythm of City is a mixed reality real-time artwork that applies geo-locat-
ed social data from Twitter, Flickr, and Youtube for an artistic purpose. Modified 
metronomes are performing in the rhythm of selected cities’ digital pace of life. 
It means the score is composed by the digital inhabitants in real-time.
The aim is to explain digital geo-located social content and characterizes cities 
in an original way. Even more, the work is an ongoing, unique, and unpredict-
able performance that embraces different locations, digital social data, and 
physical kinetic motion.
The installation is a sonic and at the same time visual interface for perceiving 
the urban life and culture of different locations. Moreover, it gives an alternative 
meaning and purpose to the location-specific invisible online data.
The installation consists of 10 modified metronomes whose rhythms corre-
spond to the selected cities’ digital pace of life. Every metronome represents a 
city. The audience is given a chance to discover and experience an alternative 
way of perceiving different locations through an unpredictable and continu-
ous performance of 10 metronomes. Our concerns are about the malleability 
of the digital world to the physical one, and the interpretation of social data 
for artistic purposes. The Rhythm of City is an inter-disciplinary artwork that 
demonstrates creative approach towards emerging social web technology. At 
the same time, the artwork draws attention to the vanishing border between 
virtual and physical, and allows perceiving a city’s digital pace of life.



Circular Knitic (2014)



Circular Knitic demonstrates a different line of our works, which lays in 
open source design and digital fabrication. To be more precise, Circular 
Knitic is an another example of our aims to integrate textile manufactur-
ing into the contemporary makers’ culture. We call it soft digital fabrica-
tion.
We have been working with knitting and knitting machines since 2012. 
That time we already had a vision about a ‘reprap’ knitting machine. 
And finally we have achieved it or at least got the idea rolling: Circular 
Knitic is completely open source machine that is produced by using 
digital fabrication tools, and thus, allows to be replicated by everyone, 
who has access to a 3d printing and laser cutting. Also we really hope 
that the community will pick up our work and develop further. We are 
very excited to see how this project will evolve.

Circular Knitic is an open hardware project. By using digital fabrication 
and makers’ tools, like 3D printing, laser cutting, makerbeam, and Ar-
duino, we have designed an automated and replicable circular knitting 
machine.

Fab Labs and makerspaces are a lot about hard-surface object pro-
duction. At the same time, the 1st digital fabrication tool, which is an 
electronic knitting machine back to 1976, has been forgotten and dis-
continued. Hence, with this project, Circular Knitic, and our earlier one 
called Knitic, we aim to integrate textile fabrication to the makers’ cul-
ture.

For the DOERS exhibition curated by David Cuartielles in Etopia Center 
for Art & Technology we have produced 5 Circular Knitic machines, 
which will be knitting for the time of the show (8 months). Hence, slowly 
the ceiling of art centre will be covered with knitted garment.

Commissioned by Ayuntamiento Zaragoza.

Exhibited:
- DOERS exhibition curated by David Cuartielles in Etopia Center for Art 
& Technology, Zaragoza, Spain (Dec’14 – July’15)



NeuroKnitting (2013)

One of derived projects from Knitic.
Project collaborator: Sebastian Mealla

Neuro Knitting represents a novel way of personal, generative design and fabri-
cation. An approach that brings together affective computing and digital crafts. 
And thus, it offers new applications and creative thinking to both areas.
We have plotted brainwave activity into a knitted pattern. Using a wearable, 
non-invasive EEG headset, we recorded users’ affective states while listening to 
Bach’s “Goldberg Variations”, concretely the aria and its first seven variations. 
The audio was about 10 minutes long and we downsampled each second of 
the signal coming from the 14 channels of the EEG device. Three main features 
were measured: relaxation, excitement, and cognitive load.  After recording, 
those features were converted into a knitting pattern. Hence, every stitch of a 
pattern corresponds to a unique brain state stimulated by the act of listening. 
It means the user’s affective response to music is captured every second and 
memorised in the knitted garment pattern.
The knitted garments picture the listener’s affective and cognitive states dur-
ing the experiment. It is a way of making tangible the implicit the states of users 
and visualizing them in an original way as a large and personal data footprint.

More about the project: http://www.knitic.com/neuro
Video documentation: https://vimeo.com/67714066
Photo documentation: http://www.flickr.com/photos/mcanet/
sets/72157633528626109/







Kombi (2012)



Kombi is a foot-powered knitted car for maximum of 3 people. Kombi has been knitted with Knitic - the open source knitting machine that we are developing. It 
was a residency project at Marginalia+Lab in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. The work was used for public intervention on the roads of Belo Horizonte and exhibited at the 
Marginalia+Lab 2012 residencies’ exhibition. 
We have decided to make a knitted VW Kombi, since 2012 is the last production year of this car model in Brazil. Wikipedia: as of October 2012 it was announced 
that the production of the brasilian Volkswagen Kombi will end in 2013. The phaseout of the T2c marks the end of an era which lasted since 1935 - it will be the 
final production rear-engined Volkswagen after 78 years. 
VW played a crucial role in political decision of Brazil to invest in car roads’ development instead of railway. Also Kombi is very present in the local life and culture of 
this country. Hence, these all were an inspiration for us to create this artwork. In addition to that, we aimed to make a statement of pedestrians’ rights in the city, 
which are not enough respected by drivers. So, we had to get a car in order to get an equal treatment by the other vehicles. 

Download the digital catalogue: http://mcanet.info/files/catalogue_knitic_bh2012_low.pdf



SPAMpoetry (2012)





SPAMpoetry is a series of knitted works containing visual poetry from collected 
spam.
The process consists of 2 main parts: 
1. generating poetry from collected SPAM
2. modifying an electronic knitting machine in order to give SPAMpoetry a knit-
ted form.

Concerning the concept, we are interested in bringing together digital culture 
and traditional handicraft. To be more specific, the idea is to experiment with 
the form and meaning of SPAM. We turn SPAM into a romantic, funny or even 
sarcastic poetry and present it in unusual tangible form as knitted garment. To 
be more specific, we call final result dysfunctional wearable, because it reminds 
a sweater but is not really a one. Like SPAM, our dysfunctional wearable does 
not have a purpose. Talking about the form of artworks, one is able to recog-
nize sweater parts in unusual position and size.
Coming back to SPAM, it is generated automatically nowadays. Hence, we aim 
to apply the same technique for recycling it, generating poetry from SPAM al-
gorithmically, converting into a pattern and uploading to the knitting machine. 
Of course, the process of knitting is done manually. Thus, we create a contrast 
between rapid and overwhelming digital world and slow, careful knitting pro-
cess.
Why we speak about SPAM? First, SPAM generation, distribution, and recep-
tion consume a significant amount of energy that is wasted basically. Hence, 
with our project we aim to draw attention to this fact and find a meaning and 
usage for SPAM.
And finally, we apply locative SPAM. In the places where the SPAMpoetry has 
been produced we have been collecting SPAM from locals. The works pre-
sented in this catalogue contain locative SPAM from Eindhoven and Malmö.





Revealing Digital Landscape (2013)



This book has been created by conducting numerous scanning trips across Seoul city. We were interested in exploring urban information layer and its network den-
sity. Metaphorically speaking, the art project underlines digital landscape of the city.
We have developed a tool that enables us to discover wireless communication devices around us. So to say, a contemporary navigation tool. Hence, we know the WiFi 
names, their mac addresses and locations around us. Also the collection of networks’ names describes each scanned area and communicates cultural background 
or self-expression.
Hence, the 32-character-space for naming a WiFi network, has become in a way a location-specific mini Twitter or prosthesis of identity even. In other words, we are 
talking about the age of bite-sized self-expression.
From the other hand, we are interested in researching the invisible layers of information and communication in urban space. All this we see as new digital landscapes, 
which we aim to visualize and sculpture.
Our aim is to relate to this phenomenon artistically by revealing the names of networks and memorizing their location. The idea is to make sense of novel communica-
tion and create a big picture of citizens’ voices and reveal digital landscape of city. 



Wireless Poetry (2013)

By exploring digital landscapes and excess of wireless communication in urban space, we started to search for poetic expression by applying radio waves. The inten-
tion was to create totally invisible and intangible work that will exist in the air. Hence we got an idea to display poems by Eduard Escoffet, who kindly agreed to col-
laborate with us. Each minute we are sending from dedicated WiFi router 4 32-character lines of a poem by changing the names of device. It means while choosing 
a network one will discover some lines of poetry instead of typical networks’ names.
Moreover, the work introduces an unusual way for not only applying WiFi waves for artistic purpose but also for a novel form for performing poetry.
We have created a sculptural piece  that displays reachable WiFi networks’ names, and thus, also the poetry performed through the radio waves.

WIRELESS
POETRY





The Rhythm of Sao Paulo (2012)

The Rhythm of Sao Paulo was produced especially for SP_Urban Digital Fes-
tival in December 2012. We were inspired by the triangular shape of building 
(FIESP in Sao Paulo), which reminded us a metronome. Hence, we connected 
this work with our existing art piece called The Rhythm of City, which consists 
of 10 real metronomes performing in the rhythm of 10 selected cities’ digital 
pace.
“The Rhythm of Sao Paulo” allowed us to talk about one city and display its 
activity by quantifying geo-located social media data in real-time and in a large 
scale. It means, the artwork mirrors and reflects Sao Paulo’s digital pace of life. 
Moreover, the tempo of metronome is composed by the citizens of Sao Paulo. 
When the participation is not an aware act and work applies uninterrupted and 
real-time activity, then we call it unaware participation. Hence, this allows us to 
reflect upon life and embed it to our work.
In a way, “The Rhythm of Sao Paulo” is like a clock tower and a huge-scale 
interface: one can say just from looking at look what is happening within the 
city. We have used Twitter, Flickr, Youtube, and Foursquare in order to get the 
real-time data and use it as a score.





Baltic Sea Radio is an art project that makes use of the Baltic Sea traffic for 
artistic purposes and offers a novel sonic experience to the audience. The art-
work reflects the local ships’ movements in real-time and applies marine traf-
fic as a score of a sound composition. The boats that can be reached by the 
AIS-receiver, which is installed in Sopot, right on the coast of Baltic Sea, are 
affecting and determining the score of the soundwork in real-time. Hence, we 
have given away the control over the sound composition to the marine data. In 
other words, the sound work is in a constant flux and reflects current activity 
of Gdansk Bay. 
The artwork uses unaware participation concept developed by us through our 
past works, which applies certain human or animal activity for artistic purpos-
es without awareness of the subject in real-time. It means, the artwork is based 
on real life events at the moment. In the case of Baltic Sea Radio, the sound 
installation is affected by the ships’ movement in Gdansk Bay in real-time. 
Baltic Sea Radio consists of 3 parts: the AIS-receiving station that is installed 
near the beach of Sopot, Poland; the listening station at the exhibition Baltic 
Goes Digital in the Gdansk City Gallery in Gdansk, Poland; and online radio 
stream that is accessible virtually to everyone during the exhibition period 
(14.09-04.11.12). The AIS-receiver forwards current marine traffic from So-
pot to the exhibition space in Gdansk, where the listening station is installed. 
In the gallery space the audience is invited to take a seat in the half-boat and 
experience the real-time composition. 
Concerning the technical realization, listening station is made out of old fishing 
boat that was cut into two pieces, equipped with a seat, computer and head-
phones. AIS-receiver is connected to a second computer, the received mes-
sages are decoded and sent to the computer in gallery space in Processing. 
The sound part has been realized in Pure Data.

Baltic Sea Radio (2012)





Traveling Fish (2014)

What if a fish could surf the Internet? What if a fish could travel through a city?
Taking into account the digital age paradigm that allows us to travel the world without leaving our living room or an office, we aim to allow a fish to do the same: to 
travel through various cities without leaving its aquarium. Hence, the audience are confronted with the familiar Google street view but from the perspective of fish 
and its navigation will. It means the center of artwork’s interaction is a fish and not a spectator. Instead the audience are invited to follow the immersive journey of a 
fish.
Moreover, since a fish lives in water, all the street views will be under the water. Hence, the audience will be able to discover familiar or discover new places but under 
the water and from the perspective and a will of a fish.
The idea is to make use of fishes’ traveling nature and twist it in the sense of digital age. Continuing with the point of information era, we are relating to the ideas of 
Marc Auge, who argues about excess of space, time, and ego nowadays. The artwork aims to demonstrate that even a fish is able to travel and be present in number 
of places. Thus, it will excess its ego, space and time similarly to people.
In addition to that, it is curious to relate to the famous quote and cartoon by Peter Steiner: on the internet, nobody knows you are a dog. Only in our case everyone 
will know that it is a fish, who is on internet and on Google street view. 



Budgie Waltz (2012)



Budgie Waltz is an art installation that enables budgerigars, or in short, just budgies to play a piano. Hence, the birds will act as performers, and at the same time, 
the composers of the ongoing piano piece. The piano keys will be triggered when a bird enters or leaves its home accordingly.  It constitutes, the art piece can be 
seen as a mirror or a part of budgerigars’ behavior.
The work is about giving away control over an artwork and unaware participation. With this art piece we aim to go beyond human-based or human-generated 
data and activities, and use birds’ behavior instead. What is more important, the installation is not a chance- or random-based, but reflects upon budgerigars’ life 
pace and forms a unit with birds, cage, and playing piano.
Maybe after a while the budgies will discover that they have a control over a piano and will begin an improvising play.
Concerning technical realization, each entrance to the bird’s home has a light sensor in order to sense its entrance or leave. Every entrance and sensor correspond 
to a piano key. It constitutes, every time a bird entering and leaving its place triggers a piano key. Simply: 52 entrances (holes in the birds’ houses) = 52 light sen-
sors = 52 piano keys.

The artwork was created and is part of Verbeke Foundation collection.








